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The behavior of a preheated at 650 �C tungsten targets under repetitive ELM-like plasma pulses is studied
in simulation experiments with the quasi-stationary plasma accelerator QSPA Kh-50. The targets have
been exposed up to 350 pulses of the duration 0.25 ms and the surface heat loads either 0.45 MJ/m2 or
0.75 MJ/m2, which is below and above the melting threshold, respectively. The development of surface
morphology of the exposed targets as well as cracking and swelling at the surface is discussed. First com-
parisons of obtained experimental results with corresponding numerical simulations of the code PEGA-
SUS-3D are presented.

� 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

In the future tokamak ITER, the divertor energy loads associated
with the Type I ELMs are expected to reach Q = 1–3 MJ/m2 during
s = 0.1–0.5 ms, with the number of pulses per discharge about
103 [1]. The surface modification of divertor armor materials after
the multiple impacts may cause significant changes of physical
properties in a pre-surface layer and thus influence material
behavior under the high loads. In ITER divertor design, tungsten
is chosen as one of armor materials, however the brittleness of
W gives rise to surface cracking [2]. To minimize the brittle
destruction, the W-armor was suggested to be kept above the duc-
tile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) [3,4].

The energy density, the duration of ITER ELMs as well as particle
loads can be well reproduced with quasi-steady-state plasma
accelerators (QSPA). Cracking of the tungsten targets which had
initially the room temperature (RT) has been investigated for
ELM-like plasma loads below melting threshold, in conditions of
pronounced melting and with achieving the evaporation threshold
correspondingly [5–7]. With increasing the number of exposures
significant threshold changes in surface morphology have been ob-
served. First results of preheated tungsten exposures by repetitive
ELM-like plasma loads at the QSPA Kh-50 [5,7] and the QSPA-T [8]
also showed contribution of cracking to the tungsten damage, de-
spite the total number of pulses has not exceeded 100, which is
Elsevier B.V.
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much less than expected in one ITER discharge. Thus, the behavior
of preheated W-surface under pulsed plasma loads typical of tran-
sient events in ITER requires further comprehensive experimental
studies with larger numbers of exposures. In this work the W-tar-
gets underwent up to 350 plasma shots and this experiment is de-
scribed, discussed and compared with dedicated numerical
simulations.
2. Experimental setup

The repetitive plasma exposures have been performed using the
QSPA Kh-50 [9–11]. Tungsten targets of EU trademark have the
sizes 5 � 5 � 1 cm. A molybdenum diaphragm with a hole of
3 cm was used to protect the target edges from the plasma impact,
to provide the reference line for profilometry measurements, and
also to simulate the case when the target sizes exceed the diameter
of plasma stream. An electric heater was installed at target’s back-
side to keep the target temperature of 650 �C before each plasma
pulse. For temperature monitoring a calibrated thermocouple and
an infrared pyrometer were used. All the targets were exposed to
perpendicular plasma irradiation. The main parameters of hydro-
gen plasma streams are as follows: ion impact energy about
0.4 keV, maximum plasma pressure 3.2 bar, and the plasma stream
diameter 18 cm. The surface energy load measured with a calorim-
eter was either 0.45, which is below the melting threshold, or
0.75 MJ/m2, which is between the melting- and evaporation
thresholds. The plasma pulse shape is approximately triangular,
pulse duration of 0.25 ms.
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Fig. 1. Tungsten surface after 210 plasma pulses of 0.45 MJ/m2: (a) preheated target
650 �C, (b) RT target.
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3. Experimental results

3.1. Tungsten exposure with repetitive pulses below the melting
threshold

In the experiments below the melting point the W-target was
exposed to 210 plasma pulses of the energy density 0.45 MJ/m2.
The surface morphology changes were analyzed with optical
microscopy and SEM by monitoring the same surface regions after
different number of pulses.
Fig. 2. Development of cracks on the tungsten surface in result of plasma ex

Fig. 3. Morphology of exposed tungsten surface under differe
It is revealed that macro-cracks are completely absent on the
preheated surface (Fig. 1(a)). For comparison, after similar expo-
sures of W-target at the room temperature the mesh of macro-
cracks with mean cell size of 0.5–1 mm is clearly seen (Fig. 1(b)).
No cracks at all were registered on the preheated surface in result
of several tens pulses. After first hundred of plasma pulses only
some micro-cracks were found. It is concluded that they are fatigue
cracks as the result of repetitive stresses induced by numerous
plasma impacts (Fig. 2). This observation is in agreement with
[8] where the cracks on resolidified surface were also formed after
definite number of exposures. However, the macro-crack network
with the cell sizes of �0.5–1 mm observed in [8] is not registered
in our experiments for the target preheated at 650 C. Initially aris-
en separate cracks do not form a mesh on the surface. Only after
200 exposures a completed mesh of cracks became clearly seen,
with the mesh sizes varying in the range of 20–70 lm and the
crack width less or about micron. While the main target surface re-
mains not molten in the course of repetitive pulses, the edges of
cracks became to melt, which is attributed to decreased heat trans-
fer from the edges.

Fig. 2 demonstrates fatigue cracks after 100 (a, b) and 150 (c)
pulses. Development of cracks obviously leads to local deteriora-
tion of the heat conductivity in cracked volume. The corresponding
surface modification under following plasma pulses occurs due to
the local overheating of the surface areas pre-damaged by cracks.
It can be caused by fast quenching of thin surface layer in the con-
ditions with large temperature gradient of order of 106 K/cm. Sur-
face modification results in formation of submicron or nano-
cellular structures, which are shown in Fig. 3 with different magni-
fications. The sizes of cellular structure up to 500 nm are much less
than initial size of tungsten grains. Similar morphology on nano-
scale was described in [7] after W-target exposures to plasma loads
above the melting point. It is also to notice that cellular structures
of submicron- and nano-size were found, too, after exposures of
W-target to e-beam impacts [12].
posures below the melting threshold. Surface heat load Q = 0.45 MJ/m2.

nt magnification after 210 plasma pulses of 0.45 MJ/m2.



Fig. 4. SEM images of the tungsten surface after 100 (a), 210 (b) and 350 (c) pulses (Q = 0.75 MJ/m2) with different magnification.
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The morphology patterns look like ‘foam plastic’ structures that
have arisen on different areas of the exposed surface. With increas-
ing the number of exposures the number such regions and their
areas are growing. Further pulses result in the melting onset of
modified regions whereas other surface remains non-melted. Thus,
surface modification may cause changes of physical properties of
the surface layer and thus influences the material behavior under
the high plasma heat loads [13]. It should be mentioned that pro-
nounced degradation of thermal conductivity due to the cracking
process was observed as result of targets exposures at room tem-
perature [5]. Surface melting was achieved after 170 pulses of
the same heat load of 0.45 MJ/m2.

3.2. Tungsten exposures above the melting threshold

Fig. 4 demonstrates the damage to preheated tungsten surface
after multiple pulsed loads of 0.75 MJ/m2 that cause surface melt-
Fig. 5. Cracks on the tungsten surface after 80 and 310 plasma pulses of
ing. Microscopy observations show that the surface remains rather
stable with increasing number of exposures up to 100–130 pulses.
However, after 100 pulses blisters and bubbles with the size of
100–300 lm develop [7]. Inside blister voids and in crack volumes
some balls of the sizes of 10�2–1 lm are seen (Fig. 5(b) and (c)). In
addition, cellular submicron structures develop. Blisters do not
contribute significantly to the total erosion and they disappear
with increase of the exposition dose.

The most important changes in surface morphology are ob-
served increasing the pulse number above 200. This resulted in
qualitative evolution of the surface morphology. The surface be-
came similar to that observed earlier [5,6] for 200 exposures of
RT targets with the same energy load (0.75 MJ/m2) and with the
energy load of 1.1 MJ/m2, which corresponds to the evaporation
threshold. The obtained results prove that threshold changes of
surface morphology are practically the same for all mentioned
cases.
0.75 MJ/m2 (a, b). Enlarged view of nano-balls in the crack void (c).



Fig. 6. Evolution of surface profiles of preheated tungsten in the course of
plasma exposures: (a) 80 pulses, (b) 150 pulses, (c) 210 pulses, (d) 350 pulses of
0.75 MJ/m2.
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Due to the corrugations, the initially uniform melt layer tends to
be transformed into ‘shagreen leather’ (Fig. 4(b)). Such evolution is
sequence of the surface cracking. A fine mesh of intergranular
cracks becomes well seen already after 25 exposures. During each
pulse the meshes melt and after the pulse new crack network ap-
pears. With increasing the pulse number the crack width gradually
increases, getting of 0.8–1.5 lm after 100 pulses and up to 20 lm
after 200 pulses. Due to intergranular cracks, surface areas of 20–
50 lm become separated from each other by the cracks forming
an ensemble of micro-brushes. The melting at next pulses does
no longer result in mixing because of the increased depth and
width of the cracks and negligible melt motion on small brush sur-
face. Being separated, each cell of the cracks network is strongly
subjected to the surface tension that minimizes cell area. As the re-
sult, after the large number of exposures the progressive corruga-
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Fig. 7. Calculated surface temperature during the plasma pulse and result of the
PEGASUS-3D simulation of the cracks developed in tungsten sample after
irradiation.
tion of the surface develops. Fig. 5(a) demonstrates the enlarged
view of cracks and appeared strips on resolidified surface as ‘foot-
prints’ of surface tension action. Further evolution of the surface
pattern with increased number of impacts is caused by removal
of W-grains from the eroded surface. After 350 pulses the surface
becomes extremely destroyed by the cracks in spite of preheating
(Fig. 4(c)).

The microscopy observations well correlate with profile mea-
surements. The profile swelling starts after 200 pulses as result
of threshold changes in surface morphology (Fig. 6).
4. Numerical simulation results

For theoretical interpretation of tungsten damage after irradia-
tion with hydrogen plasma of QSPA Kh-50 numerical simulation
has been performed using the code PEGASUS-3D described else-
where [14]. As the time dependence for heat flux to the sample
surface the triangle pulse shape was assumed. For tungsten ther-
mophysical parameters the reference temperature dependences
from [15] have been used.

At first the melting threshold 0.56 MJ/m2 and the vaporization
threshold 1.1 MJ/m2 measured under the QSPA Kh-50 heating con-
ditions for the undamaged tungsten samples have been repro-
duced in the simulation. Indeed, using for fitting at any
temperature the reduction coefficient 0.9 at the reference thermal
conductivity the melting threshold 0.58 MJ/m2 for the energy ab-
sorbed by the target and the vaporization threshold 1.05 MJ/m2

have been calculated (Fig. 7). Additional information on the tung-
sten thermal conductivity was obtained from the plasma shots
with the heat load 0.75 MJ/m2. With the same reduction coefficient
of 0.9 the simulated melt layer thickness is 17 lm, to be compared
with that of 15 lm directly measured in the experiment. The
necessity of fitting is attributed to the accuracy of measurements
of power density profile and to the tungsten surface damage by
cracks during few tens of plasma shots needed for the threshold
measurements.

In addition a numerical simulation with PEGASUS-3D of tung-
sten surface cracking under the thermal stresses in thin resolidified
surface layer was performed. First simulation results qualitatively
reproduce experimental pattern of cracks on the surface (Fig. 7)
and characteristic scales of crack meshes in cases of plasma expo-
sures in the conditions of surface melting.
5. Conclusions

The behavior of preheated tungsten targets under repetitive
ITER ELM-like plasma pulses is studied in the tokamak simulation
experiments at the quasi-stationary plasma accelerator QSPA Kh-
50. Comparisons of surface damages after multiple heat loads both
below and above the melting threshold are performed.

Target preheating above DBTT allows suppressing the formation
of macro-cracks on W-surface. After first hundred of plasma pulses
only micro-cracks were found and it can be classified as fatigue
cracks resulting from repetitive stresses induced by numerous
plasma impacts. Surface modification with formation of ordered
submicron or nano-cellular structures was observed. The balls of
nm size were registered inside the crack volumes. The importance
of cellular structures arisen for estimation of material response to
the ITER transient events is demonstrated.

After several hundreds of exposures the damage caused by
cracking becomes dominant. Thus, tungsten cracking cannot be
completely mitigated by the preheating above the DBTT. However,
the damage can be significantly minimized, especially at the irradi-
ation below the melting threshold.
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For the preheated target with the surface melting loads the sur-
face cracking is accompanied by the swelling which demonstrates
the influence of surface tension resulted from the formation of ‘mi-
cro-brush’ structures similar to the W-targets exposed at the room
temperature.

First comparison of experiments with numerical simulation
showed that the applied code PEGASUS-3D qualitatively repro-
duces the crack pattern on the resolidified surface.

The influence of cracks on degradation of thermal conductivity
in a thin pre-surface layer after large numbers of exposures can be
important for ITER operation. Therefore more detailed both exper-
imental and theoretical studies of surface cracking mechanisms be-
low the melting threshold and the influence of preheating on the
erosion processes are required.
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